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Executive Functions (ExFx)

Cognitive skills that develop over childhood, adolescence, 
and young adulthood

Skills that help you plan, remember, initiate, and complete
the steps needed to reach your goals

Relevant for school, home, medical self-care, etc.  

Executive Functions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLeK09vcVLA&list=PLB1D2CCD1902D7A1B
http://www.perfectnotes.com/index.html
http://www.perfectnotes.com/index.html
http://www.livescribe.com/en-us/?gclid=CLKgy__roq4CFUFN4AodaGPVRw
http://www.livescribe.com/en-us/?gclid=CLKgy__roq4CFUFN4AodaGPVRw
http://www.livescribe.com/en-us/?gclid=CLKgy__roq4CFUFN4AodaGPVRw
http://www.livescribe.com/en-us/?gclid=CLKgy__roq4CFUFN4AodaGPVRw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=L0KQbLOPDvc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=L0KQbLOPDvc
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Timing of Demands

 Individuals with SB can be “out of sync” with the 

executive demands presented by school, home, etc.  

 Key transition points can appear as potential 

“declines in functioning,” when they are actually

periods of increased expectations for independence 

and decreased support

 Transition into 4th grade

 Transition into middle school

 Transition into adulthood
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Get Organized!



Let’s get started!

Use your phone to remind you of 

appointments on the day before they 

happen.

Always check your planner/phone in the 

morning!

Make it fun or interesting!



Reminder apps

Cozi Alarmed Google 

Calendar



Leave a post-it note on the door…



…but don’t overdo it!



Payment reminders

Set reminders for bill 

due dates

Track bills that are 

upcoming, paid, and 

overdue



Payment reminders



Medication reminders



Medication

Designed by gamers
User-friendly way to help remember medication

Incentive approach: Earn points for taking meds 

Company data reports increased medication 

adherence*



• Enter medication name

• Can set alarm for when to take

• App tracks how many pills left

Medication



Medication

Get information about side effects

Possible interactions with other meds



Medication

Earn points 

Reward incentives

Charity donation

Gift cards



Let’s get fit!

Exercise Calorimeter



Take a picture!



Medical self-management

On the night before you see your doctor, 
write your questions down and put the 
card in your pocket



Getting Through School

 What should you (and your child) do?

 Several options

Maintain supports longer than is typical

 Introduce accommodations

Maintain expectations for independence 



Math Procedure Example

 Problem: Student with SB learns math 

procedures (e.g., “borrowing/carrying”) but does 

not apply them consistently when doing math 

problems

Deficit in “working memory” (e.g., holding all 

of the relevant information “in mind” at once to 

come to a conclusion)



Math Procedure Example

 Maintain supports and accommodations longer than is typical

 Adjust IEP/504 to provide student “educreation” recordings (or 

Livescribe) of specific math procedures he or she is supposed to 

use.  Teacher helps create a library of these recordings

 Student can review these “educreation” recordings showing 

relevant math procedures prior to working on math homework

 Maintain expectations for independence

 The student is responsible to review the math procedure before 

using it.  



Math Procedure Example
 https://www.educreations.com/examples/bonnie-odd/

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8a78H6Za5Go

https://www.educreations.com/examples/bonnie-odd/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8a78H6Za5Go


Turning In Assignment Example

 Problem: Student with SB keeps forgetting to turn in completed 

assignments

 Many teachers feel that it is time to “stop the handholding.”

 Students are expected to turn in homework without reminders 

from teachers

 Student does not “remember to remember” to turn in completed 

assignment

 Desk / bookbag are too disorganized to find completed 

assignment

 Student does not initate the act of turning in assignment



Turning-In Homework Example

 Maintain supports longer than is typical

 Adjust IEP/504 to maintain teacher requests for completed 

homework

 Neuropsychological evaluation and report to help school team 

understand the delay/deficit in executive functioning

 Introduce accommodations

 Adjust IEP/504 to allow for student to scan completed homework 

using a scanner at home and e-mail it to the teacher the night 

before it is due

 Maintain expectations for independence

 Student takes the steps to turn in the assignment



Turning-In Homework Example



Taking-Notes Example

 Problem: Student with SB has trouble listening in class and 

taking notes at the same time

 Handwriting effort can “use up” all of the student’s available 

attention

 Student does not know what he or she should write down 

(what is relevant?  What is not relevant?)

 Gaps in notes when the student “could not keep up”

 Notes are too disorganized to effectively study



Taking-Notes Example

 Maintain supports longer than is typical

 Adjust IEP/504 to permit the student to have a copy of teacher’s notes, or 

a copy of the notes taken by another student in the class who is doing 

well

 Neuropsychological evaluation and report to help school team understand 

the delay/deficit in executive functioning

 Introduce accommodations

 Adjust IEP/504 to allow use of a LiveScribe system, which records the 

lecture and “syncs” the notes and lecture

 Better than “tape recording” lectures

 Maintain expectations for independence

 Student still has to organize notes



Taking-Notes Example

http://www.livescribe.com/en-us/?gclid=CLKgy__roq4CFUFN4AodaGPVRw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFE74S40WoI

http://www.livescribe.com/en-us/?gclid=CLKgy__roq4CFUFN4AodaGPVRw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFE74S40WoI


Writing Essays Example

 Problem: Student with SB has trouble organizing/writing essays

 Handwriting effort can “use up” all of the available attention

 Written essays are disorganized 

 Written essays are written from “beginning to end,” and are 

“composed as the student goes.”  

 Student is reluctant to reorganize work, as it means so much 

more laborious writing / re-writing



Writing Essays Example

 Maintain supports longer than is typical

 Adjust IEP/504 to permit the student to meet with teacher to plan the 

essay and develop outlines

 Neuropsychological evaluation and report to help school team 

understand the delay/deficit in executive functioning

 Introduce accommodations

 Adjust IEP/504 to allow the use of a computer instead of handwriting

 Allow use of Speech-to-Text software for writing essays

 Maintain expectations for independence



Writing Essays Example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImlKOA1MhlI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImlKOA1MhlI


Writing Essays Example

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pqaI-k9EBs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pqaI-k9EBs


Reading Comprehension Example

 Problem: Student with SB “reads well” but doesn’t seem to 

understand what he or she has read

Deficit in “working memory” (e.g., holding all of the 

relevant information “in mind” at once to come to a 

conclusion)

Slower reading speed (which makes it harder to keep 

everything in “working memory”)

Working memory deficits make it more difficult to draw 

inferences from what you’ve read



Reading Comprehension Example

 Maintain supports longer than is typical

 Adjust IEP/504 to provide student with comprehension questions to ensure that he 

or she is “thinking while reading.”

 Introduce accommodations

 Adjust IEP/504 to provide access to electronic text that can be read by the 

computer (“Text-to-speech”).  This allows the student to hear the material multiple 

times without having to read it multiple times

 Allow use of audiobooks

 Arrange for “pre-exposure” to text (e.g., read the 8th grade books during the 

summer before 8th grade)

 Maintain expectations for independence

 The student always reads the material at least once



Reading Comprehension Example

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLeK09vcVLA&list=PLB1D2CCD1902D7A1B

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLeK09vcVLA&list=PLB1D2CCD1902D7A1B


Thank You!


